
ECO-SERIES

FOLDABLE ECO-BAG
$10/piece

TThe newest addition to Club Rainbow’s Seedling
Productions. A foldable eco bag for your daily shopping
needs. The eco-bag made by recyclable materials with a
design by Club Rainbow’s very own young artist, Jonas Teo. 

Jonas is one of the recipients of the CRS Talent Development
Fund (TDF).

This year’s theme speaks of sustainability for the
environment and for the beneficiaries of Club Rainbow
(Singapore) (CRS). Jonas is one of the recipients of the CRS
Talent Development Fund (TDF). The TDF offers beneficiaries
the opportunity to discover their abilities and gradually
develop their skills throughout their journey with CRS,
attaining accomplishment in a particular field. The fund
supports training workshops, skills programmes, and
supports assignment opportunities.

WHITE BLACK FOREST GREEN



TRAVEL 2.0

THE TRAVEL ORGANISER
$25/set

The new addition to Club Rainbow's Seedling Productions
Travel series! A 6-pc set comes in grey, 290 twills recyclable
material with a design by Jonas Teo, Club Rainbow's very own
young artist.

This year’s theme speaks of sustainability for the
environment and for the beneficiaries of Club Rainbow
(Singapore) (CRS). Jonas is one of the recipients of the CRS
Talent Development Fund (TDF). The TDF offers beneficiaries
the opportunity to discover their abilities and gradually
develop their skills throughout their journey with CRS,
attaining accomplishment in a particular field. The fund
supports training workshops, skills programmes, and
supports assignment opportunities.

Club Rainbow (Singapore)

Our annual charity merchandise sales aim to raise funds
to support a wide variety of programmes and services
which Club Rainbow (Singapore) offers to beneficiaries

and their families. 

We are proud to present the thoughtful and well
designed merchandise inspired by artworks of

participating beneficiaries who underwent months of
immersive training in visual arts.

By making a meaningful purchase, you can help to instill
confidence and pride in these children and youths, and
empower them to lead an enriching life, despite their

personal challenges.

CHARITY MERCHANDISE

CONTACT US

crscpm@clubrainbow.org
clubrainbow.org
club.rainbow
Club Rainbow (Singapore)

Ways to collaborate, 

Re-directing your corporate gift spending to our
charity through the purchase of our merchandises
and invite our little artists to be part of the
creation of your corporate gifts. All items are
customisable with your company logo.

Consolidating orders from your co-workers and we
can arrange for delivery or set up a charity booth
for pick-up.  

All art pieces by our artists can
be adapted to the range of
merchandise that we carry!



“The world is our oyster” 
Ceramic Mug Set

$15/piece
Our 30th Anniversary merchandise speaks of the limitless opportunities
for the children with Club Rainbow. A complete mug set with a wooden
lid and ceramic handle teaspoon is an ideal gift for any occasion.

Megan and Royce whose artworks are featured in this year’s
merchandise, undergo Arts Development with the Club Rainbow Talent
Development Fund; they share a passion for drawing in their pursuit of
the Arts. Our Arts Development Program helps the children to enhance
their creativity and develop their artistic skills into a potential tool for
gainful employment. 

Available colours - Black and White; 
Min. quantity for customisation - 250pcs



Back To Work Kit 
$15/set

With more and more companies moving into remote
working arrangements and host meetings virtually, Club
Rainbow is pleased to present to you the Back-to-Work
Kit to improve your out-of-office working experience.

The Back To Work Kit has incorporated a collaborative
artwork by sibling artists from Club Rainbow, Ridhwan
and Nurin. The artwork focuses on the theme of people
coming together to achieve common goals. Just as it will
take strong Collaborations to rebuild our economy, it will
take many collaborative hands to help our children
become self-reliant, active contributors to the society. 

The kit comes with a 2-in-1 stylus pen, portable selfie
light and webcam privacy cover. All these are placed in a
specially designed A5 pouch by a pair of beneficiaries
who are siblings.
 

2 in 1 Stylus Pen (1pc) - A smooth writing ballpoint pen
with a nib made of conductive fibre that is smooth
and comfortable to slide.

Portable Selfie Light (1pc) - It allows you to brighten
up your face while having a meeting in dark areas or
whenever natural light is not available. You can also
use it as torch/emergency light.

Webcam Privacy Cover (3pcs in 1 pack) - The unique
design ensures your privacy behind your cameras
and blocks potential hackers.

A5 Canvas Pouch (1pc) - A durable pouch with the
artwork drawn by Club Rainbow beneficiary siblings 

Min. quantity for customisation is 500pcs

Foldable Travel Bag 
$15/piece

The light-weight, foldable travel bag designed by Club
Rainbow beneficiary, Lucas is a must-have for any trip!
This travel bag is compact when folded and spacious when
opened, allowing you to store all your travel items
effortlessly and come with a slot to secure to luggage
handles. 
 
Opened: 46cm (L) x 15.5cm (B) x 32cm (H)
Closed: 20cm (L) x 17cm (B)



Journey, Activity Notebook
$10/piece

A black-and-white fun and inspirational activity book
reflect our lives are like pages of a notebook. The
notebook features beautiful artworks done by our
children. They shared their thoughts of what resilience and
sustenance mean to them and translated into drawings
and doodles. It is also an invitation to you to be a part of
their lives as you share your thoughts in the form drawings
and doodles in their artwork.

Size : A5 – 14.5cm x 21cm                      
Inside pages: 80 sheets (mixed of lined, blank, grid and
children’s artwork)                                                           
Cover material: Linen (comes with ribbon bookmark)
Available colours: Brown and Grey

“Unity is Strength” 
Ceramic Mug 

$12/piece
The ceramic mug designed by Club Rainbow
beneficiary, Nurin draws her inspiration from her
surroundings. Thankful for her family and the support
from the community coming together to unite and
help many families very much like hers, staying strong
to weather through challenging times. 
 
The mug is an adorable cup for your morning cup of
coffee or afternoon tea. A beautiful remembrance of
the child you support as you hold the mug.

Dimensions: 250 ml, Diameter: 8 cm
Packaging: Brown paper box



Ceramic Mug
Retro-styled 300ML animal ceramic mug that was
designed by Club Rainbow (Singapore)’s
beneficiaries. Comes with a lid and is packaged in a
box.

Available in two designs.

Tote Bag ($8/piece)
Recycle Tote Bag complimented with a masterpiece by
Club Rainbow (Singapore)'s beneficiaries.

Dimensions: Length 38cm X Width 30cm (With 3cm base)
Available Colours: Red and Blue

Other Merchandises
NETS FlashPay

Card ($10/piece)
NETS FlashPay card ($0 value),
bearing a beautiful masterpiece
by one of Club Rainbow
(Singapore)’s beneficiaries. The
one card for your daily transport
and retail needs at the following
locations: 
(a) MRT, LRT, public buses,
Comfort & CityCab and SMRT
taxis; 
(b) Food courts, convenience
stores, supermarkets and selected
hawker centres; 
(c) ERP and CEPAS-compliant car
park charges. 

Dimensions: Length 8.5cm X Width
5.4cm
Available colours: Yellow and
Green 

A5 Notebook ($8/piece)
Red Cover: We can do it was a collaborative effort created by 2 Club Rainbow
(Singapore)’s beneficiaries, Thevasri Suresh (11 Years old) and Aw Kai Jun (19 Years old).
Blue Cover: See the good was a collaborative effort, created by 2 Club Rainbow
(Singapore)’s beneficiaries, Muhammad Ridhwan Bin Masli (12 Years old) and Julian Miguel
Juarez Arcilla (15 Years old).

A5 PU notebook with 120 lined sheets. Dimensions: Length 21cm X Width 14.8cm
Available Colours: Red and Blue



Face Mask Holder ($6/piece)
Can Store 3-5 pieces of mask 

Material: PP
Size: 19cm*11cm*1.5cm

Packing list:1x Masks Holder (Without Mask)

Tote bag ($10/piece)
This handy A3 tote bag will be your go-to for carrying

items from your laptop, documents, groceries and other
everyday items.

Featuring the DSAF logo designed by our beneficiary, Mass Amirah Binte Amir Matchap who was mentored by Soh Ee Shaun under the
Visual Arts Mentorship Programme


